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Optimize the major HVAC energy consumers

- Air Handling Fans

- Energy Recovery of Ventilation Air

- Production of Chilled Water



Air Handling

What exists in a system to move air?

Air movement 
through 
building

Electrical 
Power Input

VFD
Motor Fan Wheel



Air Handling - AcoustiFLO

AcoustiFLO is a high-efficiency, low-sound 
plenum-style fan designed specifically for HVAC 
applications 

• Annular diffuser with exit guide 
vanes provide unparalleled 
pressure recovery

• Integral sound attenuation 
prevents the need for unit/duct 
sound attenuators

• Designed to be used in an array 
with unlimited airflow capability



Air Handling - AcoustiFLO
Typical fan static efficiencies: 55-72% 
Optimized standard fan static efficiency: 75% 
AcoustiFLO fan static efficiency: 82%

To produce 1 unit of flow/pressure output, the following input is required:

- 65% static efficiency = 1.54 units of kW input
- 75% static efficiency = 1.33 units of kW input
- 82% static efficiency = 1.22 units of kW input

Reduced power requirement not only means reduction in energy, 
but reduction in motor size, VFD size, electrical feeds, etc. 

AcoustiFLO saves 20% in 
energy over typical fans 
and 8.3% in energy over 
even highly optimized fans



Air Handling - AcoustiFLO

Reduction of chiller kW/ton is very often seen as a key 
factor in saving building energy. Chiller kW/ton is 
important, however…

The savings that AcoustiFLO can provide vs. standard 
fans is equivalent to chiller kW/ton (NPLV) reducing by 
20-25% over current chiller offerings. 

Saving on heating and cooling is seasonal and load 
dependent. Saving on air handling has a meaningful 
impact on energy every single day of the year.



Ventilation Air - Tempeff
Ventilation air generally demands high amounts of heating and cooling

Energy recovery devices are utilized to recover heat in the winter, and 
pre-cool in the summer. 

- Enthalpy wheels

- Enthalpic plate heat exchangers

- Dual-core heat exchangers 



Ventilation Air - Tempeff
Dual-Core Technology

Tempeff attains 90% efficiency in heating mode and does NOT require a defrost strategy. 

All other energy recovery systems require a defrost strategy. This means that on the 
coldest days of the year, the energy recovery of the system is reduced, requiring more 
auxiliary heating. This also means that the heating system must be over sized to account 
for defrost. With Tempeff, you get the maximum heat recovery every day of the year, and 
the heating system does not need to be oversized to account of defrost. 



Ventilation Air - Tempeff
Tempeff pairs very well with VRV/VRF as a high-efficiency fresh air system. 

With 90% temperature efficiency, Tempeff can deliver 63F air on a 0F day with 
70F exhaust air. Supplemental heating is not needed when applied correctly. 



High-Efficiency Chillers
Air-cooled chillers are no longer catalogued/standard product – they 
are now configurable and optimized for each specific project to attain 
the desired efficiency goals.  



High-Efficiency Chillers
What’s new in air-cooled chiller technology?

• Configurable design process
• ECM condenser fans 
• VVR – Variable Volume Ratio
• Remote evaporators up to 550 tons (no glycol)

The result is a significant increase in part load 
efficiency (10-20%) over previous air-cooled chiller 
offerings



By utilizing these technologies, there can be 
a substantial reduction in energy usage to 
make for more sustainable buildings.

Thank you 


